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Estonia

Concordia

I Am Scrooge

Snow

Camorra - Code of Honor

Deep Down - Every Hour Counts

Elsa Morante’s La Storia 
(upcoming) 

Limited Series

Concordia



Starring 

Jussi Nikkilä, Arndt Schwering-Sohnrey, Katia Winter, 
Pelle Heikkilä, Christian Saldert

Directed by 

Måns Månsson, Juuso Syrjä

Produced by 

Fisher King in co-production with Panache Productions, 
Amrion Oü and Kärnfilm for TV4, Cmore, MTV, and Pro7

8 x one hour Drama Finnish, Estonian, Swedish, 
English, German

Based on true events, the sinking of the MS 
Estonia. Not only showing the scale of this 
unsolved disaster, the series also finally sheds a 
light on what really happened by telling the story 
from different perspectives.

Just after midnight on September 28, 1994, the MS Estonia is caught in 

a catastrophic storm off the coast of Finland. Despite a dramatic rescue 

operation under the most difficult conditions, the ship sinks within 30 minutes, 

sweeping 852 souls to their deaths. As the tragedy unfolds, pressing questions 

surface: How could this happen? Was it human or technical failure? Who 

can, indeed, must, be held accountable? The JAIC investigation committee, 

including acclaimed marine engineer, yet novice inquirer, Henri Peltonen, is 

determined to unveil the cause of the disaster. As conflicting interests and 

suspicions of a cover-up emerge, the grief of the survivors and the bereaved 

is at risk to be forgotten. Eventually, Henri, as the only remaining member of 

the commission, continues to fight tirelessly for satisfactory explanations. Still, 

with years of investigations and no one to blame, do we really have to live with 

the fact that, as one mourner puts it, ”the truth lies beneath the waves“?

Limited Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/estonia


Starring 

Ruth Bradley, Nanna Blondell, Christiane Paul, 
Steven Sowah, Kento Nakajima

Directed by 

Barbara Eder

Produced by 

Intaglio Films for ZDF, France TV, Hulu Japan, MBC

6 x one hour Drama English

Multiple Emmy® award winner Frank Doelger 
presents CONCORDIA – a thought-provoking and 
increasingly pertinent social-technological thriller, 
ambivalently exploring surveillance, privacy, and 
data security.

Concordia is the municipality of the future: a town built on surveillance and 

data collection – not for nefarious self-serving purposes but for the greater 

good of society and its citizens. Its leadership’s sole goal is to create a freer, 

fairer, and more humane society – for today and tomorrow. By its 20th 

anniversary, Concordia is thriving – an indisputable success. It’s on the 

verge of expansion when twin catastrophes strike: the first ever murder and 

a hack of the town’s impenetrable AI. Together, these events compromise 

the very foundation of the Concordia project – and undermine any possibility 

of expansion. As the town’s investigation unfolds, the story becomes a race 

against time – to fix the hack, solve the murder, and get the expansion over the 

line. However, the team soon find themselves staring down a deeply disturbing 

original sin – a sin that undermines the promise of Concordia far more than 

any of these threats ever could…

more >>

Limited Series

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/concordia


Starring 

Friedrich Mücke, Mišel Matičević, Sonja Gerhardt, 
Moritz Führmann

Directed by 

Hannu Salonen

Produced by 

Zeitsprung Pictures for RTL and RTL+

6 x one hour Drama German, English

Based on an extraordinary, incredible true story: 
A department store extortionist fooled an entire 
nation in late 1980’s Germany and became an 
international media sensation, labelled as the 
“DuckTales Bandit” by The New Yorker.

Berlin, 1988. How to overcome an existential crisis as a failing artist, forced to 

spray-paint cars to make ends meet? Arno has the answer! A talented tinkerer, 

he uses his creativity for his extraordinary new purpose in life: Building bombs 

in his kitchen and setting them off in high-end department stores during the 

night as leverage for extortion. But what proves more difficult is evading 

the authorities. Detectives Çoban and Strack are hot on Arno’s heals, who 

has escaped with half a million. The man is fooling the police under his new 

alias “Scrooge McDuck”, leading to one of the most spectacular extortion 

cases in German criminal history. But Arno soon learns that money can’t buy 

happiness, despite the promises of capitalism. Now back to square one, he 

disappears – but Arno will return to ask for more… A real-life case of a man of 

two minds, who became enemy of the state and folk hero at the same time.

Limited Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/iamscrooge


Starring 

Brigitte Hobmeier, Robert Stadlober, Maria Hofstätter, 
Marie-Luise Stockinger, Karl Fischer

Directed by 

Catalina Molina, Esther Rauch

Produced by 

Primary Pictures and X-Filme Productions in 
cooperation with Beta Film and Mestiere Cinema and in 
co-production with ORF, BR, NDR, and ARTE

6 x one hour Crime German

A mystery thriller series set in the age of the 
climate crisis with a terrifying scenario at its core: 
What if nature finally demands the respect it is 
owed? To save her daughter, a mother must leave 
her rational world views behind.

Lucia, a medical doctor, moves with her family to the mountain village of 

Rotten. Her ten-year-old daughter Alma suffers from severe asthma, and the 

mountain air is supposed to alleviate her illness. But the new start is bumpy: 

the lack of snow threatens the winter resort. Her husband Matthi‘s parents, 

the biggest local hoteliers, plan to blow up a mountain ridge to build a new 

gondola station and boost tourism. But when the melting glacier releases a 

long-buried corpse, Lucia and her headstrong daughter are drawn deeper 

into mysterious occurrences. Old secrets and new desires come to light. In 

the 80’s, Marianne, an environmental activist who had fought against the 

destruction of nature, had suddenly vanished. And when Alma disappears, 

Lucia is forced to accept her task: To save her daughter, 

she must face the myth of the mountain.

“WEAVES THE TIMELY ISSUE OF CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
LOCAL FOLKLORE INTO A SUSPENSEFUL MYSTERY DRAMA”

VARIETY

Limited Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/snow


Starring 

Tobias Moretti, Ursina Lardi, Antonia Moretti, 
Harald Windisch, Fabrizio Romagnoli

Directed by 

Andreas Prochaska, Rick Ostermann

Produced by 

good friends Filmproduktion in co-production with 
Satel Film and ServusTV for ZDF and MagentaTV

6 x one hour Thriller German

25 years after starting a new life, 
winemaker Matteo feels the consequences 

of his savage and secret past as a mafioso 
breathing down his neck. Now it‘s the 

Camorra – or his family...

CAMORRA
CODE OF HONOR

“A SMALL, CRUEL 
MASTERPIECE”

DER SPIEGEL

A successful South Tyrolean winemaker, Matteo seems to be living the 

dream with his beautiful wife Stefania and pretty daughter Laura. But Matteo 

is guarding a somber secret, and 25 years after starting a new life, the 

consequences of his murderous past are creeping through the vineyards like 

an insidious pest. The unexpected appearance of an old acquaintance, Nino, 

heralds the end of Matteo’s perfect front. What he had always feared is now 

certain: They have found him. The Mob tracked down the traitor! Blackmailed 

into fraud, Matteo has no choice but to break his silence and reveal to Stefania 

and Laura his gruesome history. Torn between the love for his family and the 

loathing for the Camorra, Matteo’s inert killer instinct awakens. After he saves 

the investigating detective‘s life, he is offered a deal that could provide a way 

out. And, while the fight for survival enters its next, yet most deadly stage, 

there remains this one question: Can a man change, after all?

Limited Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/camorrah


Based on one of the largest cave rescues in 
history, spanning 11 days and involving more 
than 700 people. Directed by Oscar® winner 
Jochen Alexander Freydank.

After a rockfall, a cave in the Alps becomes a deadly trap for caver Josef, 

who suffers a traumatic brain injury. Stuck at a depth of over 1,000 meters, 

twelve kilometers from the entrance, his chances of survival are slim. The 

local mountain rescue service is slow to evaluate the situation and quickly 

reaches its limits: There is no emergency doctor who can get down there. 

So, Josef’s closest friends Birgit, who owes him a great deal, and Ralf are 

calling the international caving community for help. Birgit takes over personal 

responsibility inside the cave, while Bertram, head of mountain rescue, faces a 

predicament: He mustn’t hand over mission control to the international cavers 

or allow them to descend into the mountain. At the same time, he would 

be risking the lives of hundreds of local rescuers with insufficient caving 

experience if he were to send them into the depths – for the rescue of a man 

who will most likely not survive…

Starring 

Verena Altenberger, Maximilian Brückner, 
Anna Brüggemann, Sabine Timoteo

Directed by 

Jochen Alexander Freydank

Produced by 

Senator Film in co-production with Lotus Film and 
C-Films for ARD Degeto, ServusTV and SRF

2 x two hours Drama German

“SPECTACULAR”
SÜDDEUTSCHE ZEITUNG

TV SPIELFILM

Limited Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/deepdown


Based on Elsa Morante’s bestselling novel that 
is one of the most iconic and critically acclaimed 
of the 20th century, published in two dozen 
languages.

Ida Ramundo is the widowed mother of 15-year-old teenager Nino in Rome 

during WWII. She has a secret: Ida is of Jewish descent. But when she is 

assaulted by a German army soldier, things turn from bad to worse. In pain, 

dismay, and ashamed, Ida discovers she is pregnant, and, nine months later, 

secretly gives birth to another boy, who will be lovingly nicknamed Useppe. 

The family is further shaken by the events of the war: Nino decides to leave 

to the front line to fight the Fascists, leaving his mother and little Useppe 

in an apartment in Rome‘s San Lorenzo neighborhood to cope with the Nazi 

occupation and roundups. In the July 1943 bombing, Ida loses everything and 

is forced to leave. But the moments of deep humanity Ida will experience along 

the way serve as a guiding light through the struggle for her own survival and 

that of her child.

Starring 

Jasmine Trinca, Elio Germano, 
Valerio Mastandrea, Asia Argento

Directed by 

Francesca Archibugi

Produced by 

Picomedia, Thalie Images, in collaboration with 
Rai Fiction and in co-production with Beta Film

8 x one hour Drama Italian

“A BEWITCHING EXAMPLE IS ELSA MORANTE.
I TRY TO LEARN FROM HER BOOKS, 

BUT I FIND THEM UNSURPASSABLE.”

ELENA FERRANTE | NEW YORK TIMES INTERVIEW

Upcoming

Limited Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/lastoria


Hotel Portofino

La Unidad - Kabul

The Sea Beyond

Rapa 

Cold Summer

Sunshine Eyes

No Place Like Home - 
Family, Lies & Legacies

Hudson & Rex

Series

Hotel Portofino



Starring 

Natascha McElhone, Lily Frazer, Louisa Binder, 
Mark Umbers, Daniele Pecci

Directed by 

Adam Wimpenny

Produced by 

EAGLE EYE in association with Beta Film

12 x one hour
(2 seasons)

Drama English

Historical saga about a British family who 
establish a hotel for upper-class travelers on the 
magical Italian Riviera during the “Roaring 20s” 
as they try to escape the traumatic aftermath of 
World War I. Starring Natascha McElhone and 
Mark Umbers.

Summer of 1927. Bella Ainsworth is still devoting her energies to the Hotel 

Portofino, which has overcome its early teething troubles and is starting to 

prosper. To her relief, her no-good husband, Cecil, hasn’t been seen since 

returning to England a year ago. More regrettably, her son Lucian has also 

been absent, having set up home in London with his new bride. Now, Bella 

is looking forward to Lucian’s arrival for a vacation. However, Cecil turns 

back up unannounced: Over the course of three hot summer weeks, she must 

confront their relationship in the face of her growing friendship with handsome 

architect Marco, who helps Bella to build a spa in the hotel. Meanwhile, Lucien 

is fighting his feelings for the maid, Constance, while trying to save his old 

friend Nish, who is wanted by the Italian police. When Cecil plots to make the 

hotel part of an alcohol smuggling scheme, Bella must forge alliances. Then, 

Cecil puts the hotel in jeopardy... and tragedy strikes with fatal consequences.

“‘A ROOM WITH A VIEW' MEETS ‘THE DURRELS'
WITH A DASH OF ‘THE WHITE LOTUS'”

THE INDEPENDENT

“AS BLISSFUL AS A GOOD GIN COCKTAIL”
DAILY MAIL

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/hotelportofino


Starring 

Natalie Poza, Michel Noher, Marian Alvarez

Directed by 

Dani de la Torre

Produced by 

Movistar Plus+ in collaboration with 
BUENDIA ESTUDIOS

6 x one hour Crime Spanish

An unsettling and nail-biting look at the Western 
pull-out from Afghanistan, based on the true events. 

Miriam, Marcos, and Najwa of the anti-terrorist unit La Unidad travel to 

Afghanistan with Massoud, an undercover agent, on a mission to cut off the 

Jihadist flow of weapons into Europe. However, they run into a trap and are 

kidnapped by a Mujahideen group. Separated by force from his team at the 

kidnapping, only Marcos can flee, alone and unequipped, into the desert. When 

Carla hears they are missing in action, she will not stand idly by. Even though 

she now works in the private sector, she insists with her former bosses at 

the Secret Service that she is the only one qualified to fly to Afghanistan and 

get her people out. But the clock is ticking down mercilessly. Spain, like other 

Western countries, must evacuate its people and local agents in a matter of 

days. As the Taliban retake Kabul, only hours remain in the near total chaos to 

locate Miriam, Najwa, Massoud, and Marcos, and free them. And though Carla 

does all she can and never lets up, not all will make it back in the end.

“CHARACTERIZED BY 
SPECTACULAR STAGING”

EL PAÍS

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/launidadkabul


Starring 

Carolina Crescentini, Carmine Recano, Valentina 
Romani, Nicolas Maupas, Massimiliano Caiazzo

Directed by 

Carmine Elia, Milena Cocozza, Ivan Silvestrini

Produced by 

PICOMEDIA and Rai Fiction

48 x one hour 
(4 seasons)

Crime Italian

Italy’s record-breaking phenomenon keeps 
performing strong among all audiences as 
unchallenged #1 on Rai, RaiPlay, and Netflix. 

In Naples, organized crime stronghold, the inmates at the Juvenile Detention 

Center are confronted with their own ability to love. Indeed, there will be 

those who, like Carmine, end up loving their enemy. Those like Filippo, who 

will be abandoned by the very person who has given up their own family 

for him – all in the name of love. Those like Cardio, who, in order to do the 

right thing, alienates Gemma forever. Or even director Paola, who places the 

duties of a father before those of the heart, while Latifah gives up Beppe for 

the sake of her daughter. They all will have to make a choice: Do they hold on 

to the belief that one‘s own good is also that of the other, or will they be able 

to recognize that sometimes letting go of those closest to you is the only act 

of true love possible?

“THE SEA BEYOND IS BECOMING 
A MAJOR POP CULTURE 

PHENOMENON”
VARIETY

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/theseabeyond


Starring 

Javier Cámara, Mónica López, Carlos Blanco, 
Melania Cruz

Directed by 

Jorge Coira, Rafa Montesinos, Marta Pahissa

Produced by 

Movistar Plus+ in collaboration with Portocabo

12 x one hour 
(2 seasons)

Crime Spanish

TV has rarely seen a more conflicted, but 
nonetheless heart-warming, odd couple of 
investigators! 

Maite, the true police inspector, and Tomás, the high-school teacher turned 

full-time, free-time detective, now live 30 kilometers down the coast in Ferrol, 

the military base and harbor city where they actually now share a flat. Well, 

almost. Maite lives one floor up from Tomás, somehow to help him through 

his progressive illness – if he even lets her. While Tomás eagerly searches 

the news for cases to jump on, Maite seems more worried about him than the 

criminals she should be chasing. So, when Captain Palmira Serantes from 

the Naval Base goes missing, it is Tomás who supplies Maite with the first 

background research – whether she likes it or not. Indeed, the world of the 

naval base is so secluded and secretive, Maite can use all the help she can 

get. But soon Tomás is off on his own investigation – a cold murder case 

loosely connected to Maite’s own case and about to be closed forever. So the 

clock is ticking for Tomás – and for Maite, when Captain Serantes’ body is 

washed ashore.

“FASCINATING AND 
INTRIGUING”

ELLE

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/rapa


Starring 

Alessio Boni, Paolo Sassanelli, Giulia Vecchio, 
Giulia Bevilacqua, Francesco Centorame

Directed by 

Alessandro Casale

Produced by 

Clemart for Rai Fiction in association with Beta Film

8 x one hour Crime Italian

Based on the bestseller by former anti-Mafia 
prosecutor Gianrico Carofiglio: An uneasy alliance 
between a small-time Mafia boss and an upright 
police sergeant brings down an organized crime 
ring in early ‘90s Italy. 

Southern Italy, 1992. Police sergeant Pietro Fenoglio can practically smell 

the Mafia war about to explode in the seaside town of Bari, Apulia. He 

feels it coming as revenge murders mount with alarming violence during 

an unusually cool summer. Yet no one else can quite believe that the 

Mafia have followed cocaine from tough Sicily to sleepy Apulia, least of all 

the dismissive Bari police chief, who reprimands Pietro for his maverick 

approach to detective work. As Pietro begins a single-minded pursuit to root 

out the town’s nascent Mafia dons, his marriage to his long-suffering wife 

falls apart. But when the ruthless Mafia boss Nicola Grimaldi discovers his 

young son has been kidnapped and murdered, the suspect and Grimaldi’s 

former friend Vito seeks refuge with police. This collaboration with the 

quicksilver informant unwillingly leads straight-arrow Pietro into a murky 

underworld, finding that in this case, law enforcers may not differ much from 

the law breakers...

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/coldsummer


Starring 

Barry Atsma, Juliane Köhler, Stefan Kurt, Nina Petri

Directed by 

Maria von Heland

Produced by 

Red Balloon Film, Maze Pictures and Tindra Film
in co-production with Rotor Film

10 x half hour Drama German

This sincere and moving coming-of-age story is 
the first ever series processing what happened to
humanity during the pandemic. Winner of the 
Special Jury Prize at Séries Mania.

Berlin, spring of 2020. A city in lockdown. The two teenaged sisters Leonie and 

Lea, separated after the death of their mother ten years earlier, are looking 

forward to living together with their grandmother Edda. But their anticipation 

is disrupted by some disturbing news from Wuhan, China. It is not long before 

the virus reaches Edda’s household, and the sisters are confronted with 

dramatic changes. Lea wants to protect Leonie but is trapped in an impossible 

situation. She reaches out for help, but friends and family are immersed in a 

lockdown crisis of their own... Silence rules the streets of Berlin and yet hope 

is not lost: Ultimately, love conquers all.

“WITH ITS FLUID DIRECTION AND INFINITELY 
GRACEFUL ACTORS, THE SERIES DELIVERS A MESSAGE 

OF LOVE AND HOPE OF RARE KINDNESS.”
LE FIGARO

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/sunshineyes


Starring 

Francesco Scianna, Simone Liberati, Silvia D’Amico, 
Alessio Moneta, Valerio Aprea

Directed by 

Gabriele Muccino

Produced by 

Lotus Production for Sky Studios

16 x one hour 
(2 seasons)

Drama Italian

The gripping Sky Original drama directed by 
Gabriele Muccino (THE PURSUIT OF HAPPYNESS). 

Following the drastic events at a family celebration that was supposed 

to bring a breather, the Ristuccias strive for a return to normalcy. But 

guilt, lies, and the tragic aftermath of the recent escalation still weigh on 

everyone. Carlo is increasingly caught between the fronts of his family and 

his passion project in Sardinia... Diego fights like a lion for what‘s left of his 

marriage, while Sara savors the sweet smell of her newfound freedom... 

And Paolo leaves no stone unturned in his quest for custody of his beloved 

Giovanni. Still, above all hovers the threat of retaliation by the merciless 

Abbattistas, and the question: Will this family, shaken by fate and shattered 

by secrets and sins, ever find peace?

“GABRIELE MUCCINO‘S TV DEBUT IS 
NOT TO BE MISSED”

VANITY FAIR

Series

more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/noplacelikehome


The St. John’s Major Crimes Unit has a team that 
is well-rounded and equally well established to 
deal with kidnappings, homicides, and hostage 
situations – but what really sets them apart is 
Detective Hudson’s partner and former K-9 dog Rex.

Detective Charlie Hudson has a team he can count on, for the St. John’s major 

crimes unit has all it takes! Always on Charlie’s side: former K-9 German 

Shepherd Rex, who has saved Charlie’s life in more than one way. He’s the 

heart of the unit that is aided by Dr. Sarah Truong, the young and attractive 

Head of Forensics – who might become more than just a colleague to Charlie. 

Headed by the hard-boiled Superintendent Joe Donovan, who never cracks 

under pressure, and completed by Jesse, the tech analyst, who’s an absolute 

computer genius, it is Rex, who keeps the team’s spirits high in face of 

St. John’s seedy elements they have to hunt down every day. It’s not only 

Charlie’s tireless dedication that makes this unit special – Rex’s keen, super-

human senses, stealth, and agility are often what helps them to wipe out the 

crime that washes up on St. John’s shore. From kidnapping, homicide and 

hostage situations, to fraud and corruption in high places, Charlie, Rex and 

their team are a force to be reckoned with.

Starring 

John Reardon, Mayko Nguyen, Kevin Hanchard, 
Justin Kelly, Craig Arnold 

Directed by 

Felipe Rodriguez, Alison Reid, John Vatcher

Produced by 

Shaftesbury, Pope Productions and Beta Film 
for Rogers Media / Citytv

100 x one hour
(6 seasons) 

Crime English

ROAD TO

100
 EPISODES

more >>

Series

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/hudsonandrex


A Duo to Die For

Mind Witness

Cologne Cops

Crime Will Tell

Death in Denmark

Murder by the Lake

Money. Murder. Zurich.

The Mountain‘s Whisper

The Fox

Irish Crime

Kiss the Chef!

At Home in the Mountains

Movie Cycles

Murder by the Lake



If the going gets tough for Chief Detectives Inga 
and Nils, it helps that they are united not only by 
their love of their profession, but also by their 
bond of friendship.

”There‘s a difference between not being able and not wanting to shoot“ – a 

verdict that pretty much sums up Chief Inspector Inga. The cool northern 

blond is a woman of action. Her younger colleague Nils is more the calm and 

collected type. Both divorced loners, they burn for their jobs. Dedication is 

needed for what they are up against: Suspicion of an honor killing leads to 

a truth exceeding their worst fears… A traumatized child in mortal danger 

as key witness in the murder of her parents makes Inga turn to drastic 

measures.... And when Nils‘ ex-girlfriend is killed, it even gets to hard-boiled 

cops... But one thing is certain: These two are united not only by their love of 

their job, but also by their friendship.

Starring 

Sabine Postel, Oliver Mommsen, Camilla Renschke, Winfried Hammelmann

Produced by 

Radio Bremen, Bremedia Produktion, Degeto Film for WDR

10 x two hours Crime German

The emotional baggage from their own troubled 
pasts can be a real asset for getting into the 
heads of the suspects when homicide detectives 
Faber and Bonisch hunt down killers.

For homicide detectives Faber and Bonisch, a new case doesn’t just come 

with a journey into human abyss, but often a fierce face-off with their 

own demons. The misanthropic Faber in carries around a lot of emotional 

baggage. Bonisch‘s soul is not without scars either. So, brutal gang killings, 

fatal family tragedies, or murders in the red-light milieu don‘t exactly make 

things easier. Often, Faber finds himself in a mental hellscape as memories 

of the events that took away everyone he loved haunt him. But perhaps their 

pain make Faber and Bonisch so good at their jobs: Getting into the heads of 

perpetrators, they can anticipate their next moves. And when push comes to 

shove, both understand that you must have your partner’s back!

Starring 

Jörg Hartmann, Anna Schudt, Aylin Tezel, Stefan Konarske, Rick Okon

Produced by 

Colonia Media Filmproduktions, Bavaria Fernsehproduktion, 
Geißendörfer Film- und Fernsehproduktion, Carte Blanche 
Film, unafilm, Warner Bros. ITVP Deutschland, Bavaria Fiction, 
Zeitsprung Pictures for WDR

19 x two hours Crime German

Movie CycleMovie Cycle

more >>more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/mindwitness
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/aduotodiefor


Chief detectives Max and Freddy don’t seem 
much alike, but aside from their penchant for 
deep talk and after-work beers, they are united 
by their undaunted determination to fight evil.

At first glance, the two chief detectives of the Cologne homicide squad don‘t 

have much in common. But when it comes to catching bad guys, the chubby 

and quick-tempered Freddy and his partner “in crime,” the wiry and pensive 

Max, are a perfect match. Serial killer or copycat?... Jealous lover or greedy 

businessman?... Murdered in in the heat of the moment or in cold blood?... 

Max and Freddy are spared nothing in their tireless struggle against crime. 

Be it trailer trash or uptown scum, they hang tough regardless, for justice 

knows no class. And, apart from always being each other’s ride or die, they 

share their love for deep talk and after-work beers at the Rhine River – after 

making sure that Cologne can sleep peacefully again.

Starring 

Klaus J. Behrendt, Dietmar Bär, Joe Bausch, Patrick Abozen

Produced by 

Colonia Media Filmproduktions, Bavaria Fernsehproduktion, 
Bavaria Fiction for WDR

44 x two hours Crime German

With his quirks and grotesque ego, coroner 
Borne steadily pushes surly Chief Inspector Thiel 
over the edge. But when it comes to bagging 
killers, the odd pair are as thick as thieves.

Anytime a murder victim lands on forensic examiner Prof. Borne’s table, 

it’s double the trouble for Chief Inspector Thiel. Not only is the adamant DA 

Klemm breathing down his neck, he must also grapple with Borne’s foibles. 

While grumbly Thiel is a down-to-earth cop, the eccentric coroner can be 

a real pain: The size of his ego is only surpassed by his talent for getting 

himself into awkward situations. In his boundless boast and astonishing 

naivety despite his intellect, he becomes a suspect more than once. And their 

cases are often odd: corpses falling from the sky, a dead body in knight‘s 

armor, poisoners, psychics... but while Thiel and Borne bicker like an old 

couple, they are also something you could almost call friends.

Starring 

Jan Josef Liefers, Axel Prahl, Christine Urspruch, Claus Dieter Clausnitzer, 
Mechthild Grossmann

Produced by 

filmpool Film- und Fernsehproduktion, Müller & Seelig 
Filmproduktion, Colonia Media Filmproduktion, Molina Film, 
Bavaria Fernsehproduktion, Bavaria Fiction, 
filmpool fiction for WDR 

33 x two hours Crime German

UP TO 

14 M. 
VIEWERS

more >>

Movie Cycle
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Maybe you can‘t make a killing in Zurich anymore, but it‘s still possible to kill 

and get killed... White-collar attorney Thomas Borchert finds himself on the 

wrong side of the law when he is framed in a bribery scandal. Fleeing the 

German authorities, he settles back in his native Zurich. He sets up practise in a 

rickety trailer on his family‘s property and starts working on clearing his name 

– with the reluctant help of young, idealistic lawyer Dominique, who‘s wary of 

associating with the disgraced lawyer. In other words, she‘s worried about her 

career. Borchert doesn‘t have one anymore. His goal is simply to get to the truth…

At first glance, Frank Koops is not much to look at – the overweight small-town 

cop has a huge problem hitting a target and requires lots of practice at the 

shooting range. But when push comes to shove, Koops might just show you what 

he’s made of! Knowing his kind-of-backwoods hometown like the back of his hand, 

he can be a real asset to solving crimes that leave others at a loss. And so he is 

hot on the trail when 1.4 million Euros from a bank robbery vanish or is the only 

one to keep a key witness safe when the mafia tries to murder her at any cost. 

One thing is for sure; this cop is has a lot more going on than you might expect…

Money. Murder. Zurich.

Starring 

Christian Kohlund, Ina Paule Klink, Robert Hunger-Bühler, Felix Kramer

Produced by 

Graf Film for ARD Degeto

19 x two hours Crime German

The Mountain‘s Whisper

Starring 

Aljoscha Stadelmann, Julia Koschitz, Anna Fischer, Moritz Führmann

Produced by 

H&V Entertainment for ARD Degeto

8 x two hours Crime German

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

At first glance, the two Danish small-town police officers Ida and Magnus 

couldn’t be more different. She, the somewhat overambitious rookie, who 

sometimes tends to overstep her authority. He, the jovial old hand, who 

might turn a blind eye if necessary. But when crime comes to town, the two 

know they have each other’s backs. Even if it isn‘t always easy, particularly 

with the stern homicide detective Frida breathing down their necks: But 

when dark Danish winters, Viking legacies and modern crime collide, it takes 

two dedicated cops like Ida and Magnus who stop at nothing, even at the cost 

of painful private sacrifices.

With three nations – Germany, Switzerland and Austria – sharing its shores, 

Lake Constance has stories to tell, of hidden secrets under water and of 

gruesome murders only mentioned in a whisper… This is the workplace 

of German homicide inspector Micha Oberländer and his Austrian partner 

Hannah Zeiler. Contrary to Hannah and her brilliant – and maybe slightly 

autistic – mind, Micha sees things pragmatically; it‘s the only way he can. But 

in the end, Hannah and Micha enjoy each other‘s company more than they 

would like to admit…

Death in Denmark

Starring 

Marlene Morreis, Simon Licht, Tim Bergmann, Nicki von Tempelhoff

Produced by 

EIKON Media for ARD Degeto

2 x two hours Crime German

Murder by the Lake

Starring 

Matthias Koeberlin, Alina Fritsch, Nora Waldstätten, Hary Prinz, Inez Björg David

Produced by 

Rowboat Film- und Fernsehproduktion in co-production with Graf 
Filmproduktion, ZDF and ORF

20 x two hours Crime German

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

more >>
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When a gourmet guide mistakes a high-class restaurant with a home-style 

eatery just because they share the same name, both owners are shocked: Now 

former star chef Rufus loses his prestigious status and clients, while down-

to-earth Toni is afraid to scare off her working-class regulars due to a flood 

of snooty foodies. But when Toni starts to fall for his charms, Rufus starts to 

notice that stars are not the only thing worth fighting for. Because love doesn‘t 

always stick to the recipe and there‘s plenty of ways to reach for the stars!

The family feud has gone on for decades. Sebastian cannot forgive his former 

friend Lorenz for causing his son’s accidental death. Nor can Lorenz forgive 

himself. His daughter Lisa, freshly baked lawyer, is resolved to take the feud to 

court. Although emotions run high as old wounds are reopened, the men seem 

ready to reconcile. Yet conflict is still rife between their sons and daughters. An 

impulsive one-night stand makes Marie question a lifelong hatred, while sparks 

fly between Lisa and Florian, once childhood sweethearts. Nor are things any 

less turbulent among their holiday guests, who bring along their own dramas.

Kiss the Chef

Starring 

Diana Ampft, Stephan Luca, Margarita Broich, Filip Peeters, Arijana Antunovic

Produced by 

Bantry Bay for ARD Degeto

8 x two hours Romantic Comedy German

At Home in the Mountains

Starring 

Theresa Scholze, Catherine Bode, Max Herbrechter, Walter Sittler, Thomas Unger

Produced by 

Westside Filmproduktion for ARD Degeto

12 x two hours Drama German

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

Anne is in her 50s and the kind of woman who doesn‘t care for chitchat, 

formalities or feigning friendliness. During her years as a spy for East 

Germany, she always got right to the point; her resoluteness and quick 

decision-making were major assets in her life and career. Now, Anne and 

her business partner Youssef prefer to investigate on their own, as private 

detectives who are using every trick in the book. They make for an odd 

couple as they go on to solve case after case – bending the rules and making 

powerful enemies in the process – and sometimes, it gets very personal.

For years, Cathrin worked as a criminal psychologist, often on cases together 

with her husband Liam, a police officer. But one day ten years ago, Liam just 

vanished from the face of the earth. It took all of Cathrin’s strength and the 

support of her son Paul to get back on her feet after her emotional collapse 

and fall into alcoholism. Working in private practice ever since, she is 

unexpectedly thrown back into her old life when she finds herself increasingly 

drawn back into assisting the Galway police. And when old agonies resurface, 

Cathrin is determined to uncover the truth… 

The Fox

Starring 

Lina Wendel, Karim Cherif, Jasmin Schwiers, Torsten Michaelis

Produced by 

Odeon TV by Novafilm Fernsehproduktion for ARD Degeto

9 x two hours Crime German

Irish Crime

Starring 

Désirée Nosbusch, Rafael Gareisen, Mercedes Müller, Vincent Walsh, Declan Conlon

Produced by 

good friends Filmproduktion for ARD Degeto

8 x two hours Crime German

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

NEW 
EPISODES
AVAILABLE

more >>more >> more >>
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The Pont d’Arc Murders

Back in the Game

Better Be Single!

Baltic Files

Movies

The Pont d’Arc Murders



A duo of investigators must team up despite 
their painfully linked past to solve a mysterious 
murder with a prehistoric flavor. But what 
connects the two might just solve the case…

It’s an odd crime, to say the least: A local figure is found murdered on the 

banks of River Ardèche near the famous Pont d’Arc. The murder weapon 

is a carved stone, more than 40 000 years old, corresponding to the 

prehistoric presence of cavemen in the region. Now, Captain Riad oversees 

the investigation and must team up with Manon. This is an uncomfortable 

coupling: A painful past links them. In 1994, when the cave was discovered, 

Riad‘s older brother Kamel was accused of having killed Manon‘s parents. She 

was just eight years old. Obliged to put aside this heavy past to find the culprit, 

Manon and Riad establish a link between these two murders 30 years apart. 

But will Kamel be vindicated?

Starring 

Elodie Varlet, Samy Gharbi

Directed by 

Christelle Raynal

Produced by 

Adrenaline for France 3

two hours Crime French

Empty nest syndrome meets new freedom: When 
her daughter and best friend Amelie moves out, 
Maren has to find a new focus in life, coming to 
surprising solutions!

Police officer Maren and her daughter Amelie truly are a team: Not only 

mother and daughter, they are best friends! But when Amelie starts studying at 

university and falls head over heels in love with her fellow student Erik, things 

suddenly change. Now, Amelie wants to move in with Erik, to the big city. Which 

is perfectly natural, Maren quite reasonably says to her colleague and best 

friend Bernhard. But then, she finds herself alone and unhappy without Amelie… 

Maren‘s search for herself leads her to a surprisingly obvious solution: Maybe 

it’s about time she starts focusing less on her daughter and more on what she 

really wants – and maybe she has been looking at it all along!

Back in the Game

Starring 

Inka Friedrich, Stephan Zinner, Anouk Elias

Directed by 

Hanno Olderdissen

Produced by 

Construction Film for ARD Degeto 

two hours Dramedy German

TRAILER

more >>
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When orderly Linda gets over the initial shock of 
her separation, the mother of three is thrown into 
her new – super-wild – single life!

Is there a life after divorce? To Linda’s dismay, she is about to find out! Her 

three children Tim, Paula and Benni have no room for mommy’s grief after 

her husband hands her the papers. No. They want to find a new partner for 

her! And Linda‘s best friend Carmen has only one advice: After the breakup 

is before the affair! Completely adverse to what Linda is used to, her once 

orderly life is soon turned upside-down: She wakes up next to a much 

younger man, finds herself on a date on a lonely river island, crawls through 

mud and climbs out of windows. Linda‘s life has gotten off track, but it sure 

isn’t painful – or boring – anymore!

Better Be Single!

Starring 

Anita Vulesica, Stephan Kampwirth, Marlene Morreis, Kai Ivo Baulitz

Directed by 

Anna Justice

Produced by 

Odeon Fiction for ARD Degeto

two hours Dramedy German
BALTIC
F I L E S

After Chief Inspector Svenja is transferred to 
the German-Danish border, a body on the beach 
and a cold case raise the stakes for her and her 
gambling-prone new colleague Antoine.

When Chief Inspector Svenja needs to look after her father, a vacancy in her 

hometown precinct at the German-Danish border comes in handy. But there’s 

little time to get used to her new colleague Antoine’s casual tone, let alone 

his soft spot for gambling. Immediately upon Svenja’s arrival, a body is found 

on the Baltic beach. It is the owner of a boatyard. Did he have to die because 

of a fight over money with his business partner? Then, telling photos are 

found on the victim’s phone point to a motive that goes back to a family 

tragedy spanning decades and borders. And all the while, Svenja must prove 

herself in the shadow of her ex-cop father, who can’t get over her brother’s 

suicide. For Svenja and Antoine‘s first case, the stakes are high…

Starring 

Katharina Schlothauer, Eugene Boateng, Teresa Harder

Directed by 

Janis Rebecca Rattenni

Produced by 

filmpool fiction for ARD Degeto

two hours Crime German

TO BE 
CONTINUED 

AS MOVIE 
CYCLE
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Wonderfully Beautiful

Head in the Clouds

Piece of My Heart

Confessions of Felix Krull

Skin Deep

You Will Not Have My Hate

The Fox

A Thousand Lines

Golden Years

In a Land That No Longer Exists

My Neighbor Adolf

America

Laura‘s Star

Hui Buh

Feature Films

A Thousand Lines



2022’s sensation in German cinemas with more 
than 15,000,000 Euro box office! A light-hearted 
dramedy about five women (and men) in a 
constant frenzy of optimization to conform to 
beauty standards.

Five women in conflict with beauty ideals and gender roles: Sonja feels 

unattractive after the birth of her second child and tries everything to look 

the way she did before – not least to please her husband Milan, who is 

completely unaware of her hardships. Sonja‘s commitment-shy friend Vicky 

must contend with her colleague and suitor Franz, who firmly maintains 

that equal partnerships are possible. Sonja‘s sister-in-law Julie wants to 

be a model, but still struggles with the ridiculous standards of the fashion 

industry. And Leyla is convinced that her life would be much better if she 

looked like Julie. At 60, Julie‘s mother Frauke believes she is no longer 

desired by her husband Wolfi. He, in turn, feels useless as a pensioner...

Starring 

Karoline Herfurth, Nora Tschirner, Emilia Schüle, Martina Gedeck, Joachim Krol

Directed by 

Karoline Herfurth

Produced by 

Hellinger/Doll and Warner Bros. Film Productions Germany

two hours Dramedy German

After Paul loses his soulmate, he has to be father 
and mother at once for his daughter Lilly. But 
Lilly’s imagination opens new ways for the both 
of them.

Love hits Paul and Julia like a whirlwind. She, a freedom-loving stewardess, 

and he, the adventurous nurse, fall head over heels, marry on a mountain 

peak, move into an enchanted home, and complete their happiness with 

daughter Lilly. Until Julia‘s sudden death. For Lilly‘s sake, Paul suppresses 

his grief. Being two parents at once and trying to make ends meet, Paul’s 

situation at work also worsens with a new head doctor. He is in danger of 

losing his footing. Lilly, on the other hand, clings to her imagination and a 

secret that keeps drawing her back to the attic of the house. With her head 

quite literally in the clouds, Lilly and Paul might just find a way to move 

forward together…

Starring 

Frederick Lau, Hannah Herzsprung, Barbara Auer, Nicolette Krebitz

Directed by 

Alain Gsponer 

Produced by 

Pantaleon Films and Warner Bros. Film Productions Germany

two hours Dramedy German

  Wonderfully
Beautiful

more >>more >>

Feature Film
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Amsterdam, the 70‘s, the true story of a 
friendship tested by the times and the toxic 
beauty of the ballet world. Produced by 
internationally renowned Topkapi Films (CLOSE, 
ANOTHER ROUND).

In the 70’s, the disciplined ballerina Irma becomes best friends with Olga. After 

both are accepted at the National Ballet, they dedicate themselves intensively 

to their work. Olga, however, also introduces Irma to Amsterdam’s nightlife 

and teaches her how to have fun. Initially each other’s equals at the Ballet, 

Olga’s exceptional talent and larger-than-life presence soon push her ahead of 

Irma. Keeping up to expectations becomes more and more difficult to Olga and 

Irma has to watch her friend fall victim to anorexia, alcohol, and drugs. But, 

strengthened by their friendship, she will be able to give Olga the freedom to 

live and die in her own way.

Starring 

Elaine Meijerink, Roos Englebert, Katelijne Damen, Peter Paul Muller

Directed by 

Dana Nechushtan

Produced by 

Topkapi Films in co-production with Triangle Film, 
NTR broadcast, Eyeworks

two hours Period Drama Dutch

Based on the world-wide bestselling novel by 
Nobel Prize winner Thomas Mann, this amusing 
and dazzling period piece breathes fresh air into 
the literary classic.

Paris, at the start of the 20th century. Since childhood, Felix Krull, a charming 

and handsome young man of simple origins, has had an extraordinary ability 

to transform and adapt to get ahead. Taking a job as an elevator boy at a 

luxury hotel, he seizes every opportunity to improve his standing. As Felix 

rises in ranks among the hotel staff, he captures the attention and affections of 

the hotel’s guests. But, when he becomes entangled in the love affair between 

the Marquis de Venosta and the free-spirited and seductive Zaza, he sees his 

greatest opportunity for social advancement yet – even if it means sacrificing 

love. Eventually leading him to the royal court of Lisbon, Felix will deliver his 

masterpiece as an impostor! 

Starring 

Jannis Niewöhner, Liv Lisa Fries, David Kross, Maria Furtwängler

Directed by 

Detlev Buck

Produced by 

Bavaria Filmproduktion

two hours Period Drama German

“IMPRESSIVE”
DMOVIES

more >>more >>
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The daring feature film debut from Student 
Oscar® winner Alex Schaad, studded with an 
eclectic cast led by Mala Emde (AND TOMORROW 
THE ENTIRE WORLD, 303) and Jonas Dassler 
(THE GOLDEN GLOVE).

Leyla and Tristan seem like the perfect young couple. They’re traveling to a 

remote island, invited by Leyla’s childhood friend Stella. However, something 

mysterious is going on. Numerous couples have arrived during the final days 

of summer, to see the world through the eyes of someone else – some, to 

find themselves, others, to seek escape. Leyla and Tristan meet Fabienne 

und Mo over a festive dinner. They perform a ritual and experience the 

change in their perceptions, behavior, desires, and their relationships. Leyla 

has never been happier, feeling a sense of release and fulfilment, with a 

completely new outlook on life. But when she refuses to return to her old 

self, the situation threatens to spiral out of control.

Starring 

Mala Emde, Jonas Dassler, Maryam Zaree, Dimitrij Schaad, Thomas Wodianka

Directed by 

Alex Schaad

Produced by 

Walker + Worm Film in co-production with 
Bayrischer Rundfunk and Donndorffilm

two hours Drama German

Based on a #1 international bestseller. From the 
producers of SPENCER, A FANTASTIC WOMAN, 
and TONI ERDMANN. Directed by BAFTA-
nominated Kilian Riedhof (54 HOURS).

One night in November 2015, when Antoine Leiris was at home looking after 

his baby son, his wife Hélène was killed, along with 88 other people, at the 

Bataclan Theatre in Paris. Three days later, Antoine wrote an open letter to his 

wife’s killers on Facebook. He refused to be cowed or to let his baby son’s life 

be defined by their acts. “For as long as he lives, this little boy will insult you 

with his happiness and freedom,” he wrote. Instantly, that short post caught 

fire and was shared thousands of times around the world. An extraordinary 

and heartbreaking memoir, YOU WILL NOT HAVE MY HATE is a universal 

message of hope and resilience in our troubled times.

Starring 

Pierre Deladonchamps, Zoé Iorio, Camélia Jordana, Thomas Mustin

Directed by 

Kilian Riedhof

Produced by 

Komplizen Film in co-production with Haut et Court,
Frakas Productions, NDR, Tobis, MMC Movies Köln, 
Erfttal Film, RTBF, Proximus and Shelter Prod.

two hours Drama French

“SENSITIVE 
AND MOVING”

SCREEN DAILY

more >>more >>

Feature Film
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Based on the true story of an extraordinary 
friendship between a young soldier and a fox cub.

Shortly before the outbrake of the Second World War, Franz enroles as

a motorcycle courier for the Austrian Army, who was soon drafted into

the German Wehrmacht. When the introverted young soldier encounters

a wounded fox cub in the woods, he looks after it as if it were his own

child and takes it with him to occupied France. Through this unique

friendship with the wild animal, his own past as an outcast farmer’s son,

which he has always run away from, slowly catches up with him...

Starring 

Simon Morzé, Adriane Gradziel, Karl Markovics, Marko Kerezovic, Alexander Beyer

Directed by 

Adrian Goiginger

Produced by 

Geissendörfer Pictures with Lotus Film, Giganten Film, 
2010 Entertainment in co-production with Film AG 
in collaboration with SWR, ARTE, BR and ORF 

two hours Period Drama German

A gripping and entertaining David vs. Goliath story 
in our times of fake news and alternative facts. 

When one person succeeds, another has doubts! Freelance journalist Juan 

Romero encounters inconsistencies in a cover story by award-winning 

reporter Lars Bogenius. But for the time being, the board of directors of the 

news magazine Chronik stick to their celebrated leading writer and try to 

ignore Romero‘s search for the truth. The bosses have staked too much on 

their young shooting star, and there simply can’t be any irregularities. But 

Romero is unstoppable. Over the course of his research, he literally pushes 

the boundaries until he has nothing left to lose… other than his job, his 

reputation, and his family.

Starring 

Elyas M‘Barek, Jonas Nay, Marie Burchard, Michael Ostrowski, Michael Maertens

Directed by 

Michael ”Bully“ Herbig

Produced by 

UFA Fiction in co-production with Warner Bros. 
Film Productions Germany, Feine Filme

two hours Drama German more >>more >>
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An affectionate story of an elderly couple in search 
of happiness with humor and a light touch. The 
most successful Swiss film since the beginning of 
the pandemic..

Free at last! Alice and Peter are celebrating a new phase in their lives: 

retirement. But when her best friend Magalie dies unexpectedly, Alice makes 

a shocking discovery: She has had a secret affair in France, for 15 years! 

Meanwhile, Peter is thrown into an existential crisis. To bon-vivant Alice’s 

great chagrin, he becomes a health fanatic. And when Peter invites Magalie‘s 

widowed husband Heinz to join them on a cruise, their harmonious retirement 

is over. On the high seas, Peter only spends time with Heinz. Disappointed 

and hurt, Alice decides not to return to the ship during a shore excursion in 

Marseille. Instead, she sets out to find Magalie‘s lover. On their separate paths, 

Alice and Peter find not only themselves…

Starring 

Esther Gemsch, Stefan Kurt, Ueli Jäggi, Gundi Ellert

Directed by 

Barbara Kulcsar

Produced by 

Zodiac Pictures in co-produktion with Claussen+Putz, 
ZDF, SRF, SRG SSR and Blue

two hours Dramedy German

“SENSITIVE, PROFOUND, 
FUNNY AND INTELLIGENT”

NZZ

more >>

Feature Film

A film about beauty, joie de vivre, and freedom in 
the former GDR. Inspired by true events and by 
the director‘s own experiences as a model in the 
late 1980s in the GDR.

East Berlin, early summer 1989, a few months before the fall of the Wall. 

18-year-old Suzie is thrown into the vibrant fashion scene of East Germany 

when a photo of her ends up on the cover of Sibylle, the “Vogue of the East”. 

Together with the glamourous Rudi, she dives into the dazzling subculture 

working on their very own fantastic fashion designs. When she falls in love 

with the talented and rebellious photographer Coyote, her life changes. On his 

“Indian” motorbike, they speed towards the beach and Suzie lives the freedom 

she had always dreamed of. But while Suzie’s star as a supermodel is on the 

rise, Coyote has other plans and Suzie is asked to betray her friends. Now 

Suzie must decide: What price is she willing to pay?

Starring 

Marlene Burow, Sabin Tambrea, David Schütter, Claudia Michelsen, 
Jördis Triebel

Directed by 

Aelrun Goette

Produced by 

Ziegler Film in a co-production with TOBIS, 
Studio Babelsberg and Gretchenfilm

two hours Period Drama German more >>

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/goldenyears
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/inalandthatnolongerexists


What if… my neighbor is Adolf Hitler?

Colombia, May 1960, just a few days after the abduction of the Nazi criminal 

Adolf Eichmann by Mossad agents in Argentina. Polsky, a lonely and grumpy 

Holocaust survivor, lives in the remote Colombian countryside. He spends 

his days playing chess and tending his beloved rose bushes. One day, when 

a mysterious old German man moves in next-door, he suspects that his 

new neighbor is... Adolf Hitler. Since nobody believes him, he embarks on a 

detective mission to find the evidence. But, in order to gather evidence, he 

will need to be closer to his neighbor than he would like. So close that the two 

could almost become friends.

Starring 

David Hayman, Udo Kier, Olivia Silhavy

Directed by 

Leon Prudovsky

Produced by 

2-Team Productions and Film Produkcja in co-production 
with Vandalo and United King Film

two hours Dramedy English 

Starring 

Oshrat Ingedashet, Michael Moshonov, Ofri Biterman

Directed by 

Ofir Raul Graizer 

Produced by 

Laila Films in co-production with Schiwago Film
and Mimesis Film 

two hours Drama Hebrew, English more >>more >>

Feature Film

When a swimming coach from Chicago returns 
to Israel after ten years of absence, a visit to a 
childhood friend and his fiancée will set a series of 
events in motion that will affect everyone’s lives.

Eli is an Israeli swimming coach living in the United States. A phone call 

notifies him that his father, who he hasn’t been in touch with, passed away. 

Eli reluctantly travels to Tel Aviv for the first time in 10 years to deal with the 

estate. On his short trip he decides to visit his childhood friend, Yotam. Yotam 

is running a small and beautiful flower shop in Jaffa, together with his fiancée 

Iris, a talented florist who, like Eli, is not in touch with her family. When Eli 

comes to visit the two, he will set in motion a series of events that will affect 

everyone’s lives. A story set between a flower shop and an ancient monastery, 

between a swimming pool and the Mediterranean, between life and death - and 

somewhere in the middle.

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/america
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/myneighboradolf


A new, magical live-action adaptation of the 
popular children‘s books – 16 million copies sold, 
translated into 28 languages – following in the 
footsteps of E.T.

A new chapter begins for Laura: Together with her parents and her brother 

Tommy, she moves to a new home. But at first, the girl can’t really get used 

to the new city and she has difficulties making friends. But one evening, she 

watches a star fall from the sky. Laura rushes to the injured star’s aid and 

takes care of it. It’s the magical beginning of a new friendship – and the star 

isn’t the only one who heals on their many exciting adventures…

Starring 

Emilia Kowalski, Jonas May, Michel Johann Koch

Directed by 

Joya Thome

Produced by 

Westside Filmproduktion, Rothkirch Cartoon-Film and 
Warner Bros. Film Productions Germany in co-production 
with Animationsfabrik 

two hours Adventure German

The sequel to HUI BUH - THE GOOFY GHOST, 
sold to over 60 territories.

For over 500 years now, the ghost Hui Buh has been stirring things up 

at his Castle. His friend King Julius is not the only one who finds Hui 

Buh’s poor attempts at scary hauntings terribly annoying. The chaotic 

atmosphere reaches an all-time high when young witch Ophelia appears 

at the gates, claiming to be Hui Buh’s long-lost niece. She is in possession 

of the Necronomicon, an ancient, evil, and powerful book of spells – so full 

of possibilities! Hui Buh isn’t the only one dying to get his hands on it. The 

evil witch Erla has kidnapped Hui Buh’s sister, a good witch, and also tries 

to capture Ophelia. So, Hui Buh must go all the way into the eerie witch’s 

forest, to save his family…

Starring 

Michael “Bully” Herbig, Christoph Maria Herbst, Rick Kavanian

Directed by 

Sebastian Niemann 

Produced by 

Rat Pack Filmproduktion in co-production with 
Warner Bros. Pictures 

two hours Fantasy, Comedy German more >>more >>

Feature Film

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/huibuh2
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/bb097edd6182aa6468403d6f7be2de82-c22782f0/product/laurasstar


Anniversary Collection German Crime Collection

Mafia Collection Young Adults Collection

Biography Collection Feel-Good Collection

World War II Collection Christmas Collection

Sissi Faster Than Fear

Rod KnockGomorrah

Birth of a Champion: 
The Boris Becker Story

In Darkness

Supernormal

Christmas On My Mind

more >> more >>

more >> more >>

more >> more >>

more >> more >>

Collections

https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/56c0bb669ba5271d009950162d4e8a75-a3c1e30f
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/151ca7034af2d38b24425ae9e6d71146-fe5c34f7
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/d0cb4ec563b96d66fef8c786521ee778-43216ec4
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/e642423fe89f176c8d9f03399a0dbd28-56a66aa1
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/74b6005bc36bc27f8f49fbb6e95633ef-84437bb5
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/70a2110895481ee6e8b5798fe1a248d0-81886080
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/1c9f454f0356d40dae03fb118510bfa5-5e5a9fca
https://betafilm.com/portal/search/list/d7c4730bc562f43bf1ef21979c5ec352-92706216
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